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Abstract
The B-2 "Spirit" stealth bomber pilot community is experiencing a number of factors that influence their ability to produce combat sorties. Because of career concerns, pilots often move to a career-broadening assignment, intermediate service school or other assignment after a relatively short period of three to four years flying the B-2. A number of pilots also choose to separate from active duty to enter the major airline industry. Due to the resulting limited number of B-2 instructor pilots the Air Force contracted for civilian B-2 academic instructors who are not as qualified to instruct as the B-2 instructor pilots they replaced. These factors have negatively influenced the level of pilot experience with the B-2. This paper explores the concept of utilizing Air Force Reserve pilots to provide a source of continuity within the B-2 community. It assumes the reserve component B-2 pilot will enter the Air Force Reserve as a fully qualified B-2 pilot. It does not address using reservists for any specialties other than the pilot specialty. It also does not investigate using the Air National Guard because of the relatively small number of B-2 aircraft (21 aircraft) and the assumption that every Air National Guard squadron is unit-equipped and owns their own aircraft.
Reserve component B-2 pilots offer three major benefits to the Air Force. First, they would provide a source of continuity to increase the level of pilot experience. These reserve component pilots would become the B-2 experts. Second, the reserve component B-2 pilots would free active duty pilots to accept career broadening assignments and professional military education in-residence. Finally, should the B-2 reservist choose to seek and be awarded employment with viii the contractor responsible for academic classroom instruction, he would increase the quality of classroom instruction for all B-2 student pilots while strengthening his own knowledge of the B-2 aircraft. This paper also addresses three potential drawbacks of the reserve component B-2 pilot program. First, the squadrons' combat capability may be limited because the reservists are currently not allowed to access critical nuclear weapon systems. The squadrons will have to decide if they are able to retain a sufficient number of active duty pilots to accomplish potential nuclear taskings. Next, active duty B-2 pilot retention will not suffer if the Air Force institutes the B-2 reserve component concept. Finally, the reserve component B-2 line pilot may not serve often enough throughout the year to participate in the B-2 unique tactics and techniques development process in which every B-2 pilot, from the squadrons' newest pilot through the squadron commander, participates. Careful integration will minimize this potential drawback.
The best method to solve the B-2 pilot turnover problem is to implement a Total Force B-2 Pilot Program. The program would exchange one active duty B-2 instructor pilot from the 394 th Combat Training Squadron schoolhouse for three reserve component instructor pilots. These reservists would each serve three consecutive days, twice a month, and one 14-day Annual Training period during the year. They would provide in-flight instruction to the B-2 student pilots, be the source of continuity within the B-2 pilot community, and become the experts on the B-2 aircraft. Even better, if they were able to secure full-time employment with the academic contractor, they would serve the B-2 community year-round and synergistically improve the combat capability of the B-2 while serving both as a civilian contractor and a Total Force Air The Air Force has successfully integrated the active and reserve components in a variety of weapons systems. The airlift community successfully integrated the active and reserve components with the Reserve associate unit. These Reserve units do not "own" their own aircraft but fly jets that belong to a colocated active duty unit. Nearly 50 percent of the C-5 and C-141 aircrew capability lie within the associate units. 
Pilot Shortage
The Air Force has not produced sufficient pilots to fill all of its needs. As of January 2001, 
Two Possible Roles
The reserve component B-2 pilot could be used in two different roles. Assuming the reservist is an instructor pilot, he could be used to augment the schoolhouse. The reservist would provide in-flight instruction to B-2 student pilots and upgrade existing B-2 pilots to mission commander and instructor pilot. The second option would be to augment the bomb squadrons as a line pilot, preparing to fly, fight and win tomorrow's battles. Appendix A offers further background on the roles and makeup of the B-2 squadrons at Whiteman AFB.
Schoolhouse Instructor Pilot
The Training Squadron. These pilots would work three consecutive days, preferably Wednesday through Friday, at least twice a month. The schedule in Table 1 would allow the Reserve instructor to maintain his flying capabilities and provide his students quality instruction.
This schedule would allow the pilot to fly at least two sorties a month or twenty-four per year, which is the minimum required by Air Combat Command. 2 He would serve his six days per month and one 14-day Annual Training (AT) period for a total of 86 days of service each year. This amount of participation by a part-time reservist is less than the average number of days each aircrew member serves per year (see Figure 2 ). 
Figure 2 Aircrew Average Days Served
According to Lt Col Steve Kirkpatrick, the commander of the 93d Bomb Squadron (a Reserve unit-equipped B-52 squadron), aircrew members would gladly serve 86 days a year if they were told to expect that level of participation when they were hired. He also believed that the airline pilots serving as part-time reservists would prefer working during weekdays. This schedule would allow the airline pilots to work during the high-demand weekends and holidays. The number of aircraft sorties generated and total flying hours for the organization would be unaffected by this increase in instructor pilot numbers. The limiting factor in how many sorties the schoolhouse requires is the number of students, which will remain fixed. The schoolhouse instructors average four sorties per month. Increasing the number of instructors from 18 active duty pilots to 17 active duty and three Reserve pilots will not necessitate an increase in sortie numbers so the instructors can fly their minimum number of two sorties per month. The increase in instructor numbers will not affect the wing's flying hour program or maintenance requirements.
Line Pilot
The second option would be to use the Reserve pilot in one of the bomb squadrons as a line pilot. This would be similar to the FRAT previously mentioned at Shaw AFB, South Carolina. This chapter has introduced two ways B-2 Reserve pilots could serve within the 509 th Bomb
Wing. The next chapter will delve into these two options and state their benefits to the Air Force.
Chapter 4
Benefits of the B-2 Reserve Pilot
This chapter will examine the specific benefits of the B-2 Reserve pilot concept. The benefits will be discussed individually and the advantages will be presented. The next chapter will present the disadvantages.
Brain Drain
The B-2 community has experienced "brain drain. The pilots who will choose remain on active duty will remain in the B-2 pilot community for a longer period because they will not reach the career-broadening point of their career for another seven years. The pilots who will eventually depart active duty will still only be in the B-2 pilot community for five years. These younger pilots are serving out their initial ten-year commitment they agreed to in exchange for pilot training and have five years of service remaining before they can separate from active duty. If the historical trends depicted in Figure 1 continue, many will choose to fly for the airlines and take their five years of B-2 experience with them.
The Reserve B-2 pilot concept will capture the experience of the pilots who choose to separate from active duty. This would prevent the B-2 community from "reinventing the wheel" as they grow from the Air Force's youngest and most complex weapons system into a mature weapons system. As noted above 71 percent (5 of 7) of the B-2 pilots who separated active duty desired to serve with a reserve component. The B-2 Reserve pilot concept will capture experience within the Total Force and prevent "brain drain" of the B-2 community.
Manage Pilot Shortage
The Total Force concept is another tool to manage the pilot shortage. As shown earlier, the Air Force is 1,200 pilots short of its requirements with no end in sight. Augmenting active duty squadrons with reservists will lessen the requirement for active component pilots. This will give more pilots the opportunity to attend intermediate service school in-residence and accept nonflying staff assignments to expand their career opportunities. The potential number of aviators involved in a B-2 Reserve augmentation role are small; any number will help reduce the pilot deficit. Further, a successful Reserve augmentation in the relatively small B-2 ranks will send a signal to other aircraft communities that the concept is valid and has potential for application in other squadrons.
Improve Academic Instruction
The This combination of reservist and contractor would reap many benefits. The contractor's instruction would improve once they begin using current B-2 pilots who are up to date on the latest changes in systems and techniques. The instructors would have credibility, especially over the long run as these individuals amass flight hours and become the most experienced B-2 pilots in the Air Force. The students would receive quality instruction, be better prepared for training flights, and be better prepared to become a mission qualified combat aviator when they graduate to the flying squadrons.
Notes
Chapter 5
Drawbacks of B-2 Reserve Pilots
The B-2 Reserve pilot concept is not without fault. As with any program, there are drawbacks to be examined before passing judgement. This chapter will examine potential drawbacks of the B-2 Reserve pilot concept.
Active Duty Retention
One potential drawback of the B-2 Reserve pilot concept is that it could negatively affect active duty retention. Active duty B-2 pilots who may consider separating from the Air Force could possibly be swayed by the existence of a Reserve B-2 pilot option. The mere existence of the program could make it easier for an uncommitted active duty pilot to separate and begin the major airline interview process while earning income as a B-2 Reservist.
This idea of reserve components affecting active duty retention has been studied and found not to be a contributory factor in active duty members' separation decisions. The 513 th Air
Control Group was activated 15 March 1996 as an Air Force Reserve associate unit flying the E-3 airborne warning and control system (AWACS) aircraft. The study found 26 of the 48
Reserve associate unit Air Battle Managers (ABMs) came from active duty units; the remaining 22 ABMs came from the Air National Guard, Air Force Reserve, or cross-trained from other career fields. The statistics appear to present a heavy draw from active duty units, but active duty ABM retention rates have actually increased since the inception of the Reserve associate unit.
1
More specifically, pilot retention in the active duty does not appear to be influenced by the Reserve components. The ABM study explored this concept and stated "the most recent analysis of pilot bonus surveys list a number of "pushes" and "pulls" regarding active duty pilot retention -the aspect of ANG or Air Force Reserve was non-existent." 2 Active duty members appear to make separation decisions regardless of the possibility of reserve component employment.
Additionally, the Air Force Reserve does not directly recruit from active duty squadrons, they recruit from the personnel as they attend the Transition Assistance Program briefings that assist active duty members as they separate or retire from active duty.
In light of the pilot shortage, pilot retention is a factor that must be considered. But the evidence does not support the argument that a Reserve unit would reduce retention. The ABM community's retention rates did not decline when the AWACS Reserve unit stood up and pilots throughout the Air Force have not even identified the existence of the Reserves as a possible "pull" to influence separation. Based upon these factors, active duty component retention will not be affected by a B-2 Reserve augmentation program.
Nuclear Weapons
The B-2 aircraft is capable of carrying nuclear weapons and may be included in the Single Integrated Operations Plan (SIOP) for nuclear war. To comply with wartime taskings squadrons must have a sufficient number of qualified aircrews to carry out any tasked nuclear mission.
Decreasing the number of active component pilots could affect the ability of the squadrons to execute the SIOP because reservists are not certified to perform the nuclear mission.
This issue has not prevented the B-52 community from utilizing the Reserve component.
The 93d Bomb Squadron at Barksdale AFB, Louisiana "supports theater commanders-in-chief in their wartime taskings and trains using the same conventional and nuclear weapons, tactics and procedures as its active duty counterparts." A concern is the B-2 Reserve pilot would not have time available to take part in the tactics improvement process. He would fly a sufficient number of sorties to maintain proficiency in the aircraft and could learn the new techniques from others, but would not be able to add to the collective knowledge himself.
The "meaningful contributor" versus "just a combat capability" concern is a valid one, The concern is not as valid for the B-2 Reserve schoolhouse instructor pilot. These pilots spend only two of their six days of participation in the aircraft. The rest of the time they are in the schoolhouse where they can be part of tactics discussions and share their experience. Their presence in the schoolhouse also allows them to meet and fly with all the young B-2 pilots as they pass through the single training squadron to one of the two operational bomb squadrons.
These new B-2 aviators will be more apt to call over to the schoolhouse and get the reservist's opinions when trying new ideas because they've built a relationship with the reservist during their training. Should the reservist work for the academic contractor he would spend even more time with the students in the classroom and on the flightline, making himself as accessible as any active duty instructor pilot. The B-2 Reserve schoolhouse instructor pilot option has many advantages. The reservist will be the continuity of the B-2 program. He will build flight hours and work with the aircraft for the rest of his career. He will become intimately familiar with the aircraft's strengths and faults, and be able to share these with others. He will be a recognized expert on the aircraft; the schoolhouse is where the experts belong. As a schoolhouse instructor he will build relationships with every B-2 student pilot as they enter the B-2 community. When these student pilots graduate and begin developing new ideas they will seek out the advice of these reservists.
Notes
The second option presented in Chapter 2, the Reserve line pilot option, is not as strong an 
